FUHR Door Locks
859
Type 15, Type 17 & Type 19
Reversible latch and deadbolt
Latch retention snib to avoid lockout

Type 15

Variable handle height – supplied at 1020mm
(Type 17 & 19) or 1050mm (Type 15)

Type 17

Type 19

Corrosion resistant “Silver” plated surface
Profile related locking plates
FUHR MultiSafe multi-point door locks are renowned for their ease
of use, reliability and durability. Profile specific keeps ensure secure
fastening to the outer frame.
FUHR’s 859 series ingenious spilt spindle design only requires one
spindle which is “split” allowing the user to determine the lock
operation by the handle used. The two part design of the spindle
allows Lever / Pad operation only allowing the latch only to be
released from the outside by the key, not the handle. Alternatively
a single piece spindle can be used with the lock allowing lever
operation from inside and outside.
The FUHR 859 Type 15, known as the “Trade Lock” features two
hooks, two outboard rollers, reversible latch and deadbolt. The lock
has been designed to be highly price competitive. The hooks, which
resist attempts at forced entry, are smaller than standard FUHR hooks
but still offer the same throw. With less than 180mm between the
hook and roller, the hook takes none of the load when compressing
the weatherseal as the door is closed; this ensures that the operation
of the lock remains simple and reliable with minimum force. The total
distance between the outer locking points is larger than standard locks
to ensure that the corners are protected.
The 859 Type 17 and 19 provide 2 hooks and 4 rollers and are ideal
for taller and shorter doors respectively due to the positioning of the
outboard locking points. All locks are provided with an extended drive
rail for optional shootbolts.
Description

Part Code

Box Qty

M93552K44SH

5

M9352DI4S0

5

M9352DQ4S0

5

Reverse Action Top Shoot Bolt 150mm

MV150186S

50

Bottom Shoot Bolt Extension 150mm

MV15018B6S

50

POM859

50

FUHR 859 Type 15 –35mm
2 Hooks, 2 Rollers, Latch & Deadbolt
FUHR 859 Type 17 – 35mm
2 Hooks, 4 Rollers, Latch & Deadbolt
FUHR 859 Type 19 – 35mm
2 Hooks, 4 Rollers, Latch & Deadbolt
FUHR Shoot Bolt Extensions

FUHR 859 Spindle
FUHR Standard 859 Spindle Set
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Door Hardware

For more product information go to www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

CYCLE
TESTED
200,000
CYCLES

MECHANICAL
GUARANTEE

10

YEARS

FUHR MV150186S
Type 15

Type 17

Type 19

Reverse action top shoot bolt extension 150mm.

FUHR MV15018B6S

749.5

576

92

652

828.5

Bottom shoot bolt extension.
1050

SPLIT SPINDLE

The inside spindle features a small notch.

Ordering & enquiries 01733 393 330
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